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Usage Instructions

Step 1: Identify ProKure D placement locations.
ProKure D pouches and trifolds hang from the ceiling 18-24” above 
the plant canopy. They should be spread evenly in a grid of rows 
and columns taking airflow into consideration. Once you have 
determined where ProKure D will be placed in your space, proceed 
to Step 2.

Step 2: Prep empty ProKure D trifolds for placement.
Before hanging empty trifolds, prep each one by affixing a 30-day 
countdown sticker and a color sticker on the outside of the trifold. 
We recommend using two colors (our example shows red and blue 
stickers) in order to evenly create two separate groups of trifolds: 
50% red, 50% blue. This will help you visually understand which 
group to swap with new ProKure D pouches after 30 days.

Once the stickers have been applied, assemble the trifolds. To 
do this, fold the trifold flaps above the tray, then press the button 
snaps securely together. With the trifold in its assembled form, 
place the sponges in the recessed area at the bottom of the tray.

Step 3: Hang ProKure D trifolds in placement locations.
Evenly distribute the two groups of empty trifolds in your space. 
See image to the right for reference on how even distribution is 
achieved. We recommend that you use a plastic hook to hold 
these closed trifolds, instead of tying them shut, for ease of 
opening and closing.

Step 4: Initiate ProKure D coverage and rotation schedule.
Activate the first group of ProKure D — in this example, we show 
activation of just Group Blue. OPEN AND ACTIVATE ONE PROKURE 
D POUCH AT A TIME. At each placement location for Group Blue, 
tear open the foil packet and remove the inner white pouch. DO 
NOT OPEN THE INNER WHITE POUCH. Place the white pouch on 
top of the raised area of the trifold tray, above the sponges. Press to 
initiate the 30-day countdown sticker on the outside of the trifold. 
Do this until all Group Blue trifolds are holding an activated ProKure 
D pouch. Tip: It is important to not let the pouch become wet.

After two weeks, activate the second group of ProKure D — in this 
example, this is Group Red — following the same instructions
as above.

Step 5: Ongoing Rotations
For pouches: Activated ProKure D pouches will need to be 
swapped with new pouches every 30 days. You can plan on when 
to swap your pouches manually (marking your calendar 30 days in 
advance for each group) and/or you can use the 30-day countdown 
sticker as an indicator for when 30 days has passed. For each 
ProKure D pouch swap, be sure to replace and activate a new 30-
day countdown sticker. Note: The ideal ProKure D rotation schedule 
refreshes 50% of the activated pouches in the room every two 
weeks. This is done to best maintain preferred levels of ClO2. 

For sponges: If, at any point, you notice a sponge getting wet 
within a trifold, replace it with a dry one. Tip: We recommend 
checking sponges for wetness every 3-5 days.

NEED ASSISTANCE?
We're here for you! Contact your ProKure representative
or call 866.206.1301.
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